
Custom User Permissions

Cloud-Based

User-Based

Access FabPro1 anywhere, from any 
device with Internet connection

Individual logins will save user settings as 
well as retain productivity tracking metrics. 

Add or delete users in user settings any time

Shift Login
Shifts provide accurate data for daily time-

sheet and productivity tracking

Design Integration
Simple two-way integration with Autodesk 

Fabrication CADmep and Revit allows for 
pushing data such as Drawing Status, PDFs, 

3D Models, Cut Lists, BOMs, Joints and more

Drawing Approval
Tracks drawing accuracy, material 

procurement status, and 
fabrication readiness

Table Views
Sortable, filterable tables allow for 

unique data flexibility and customization 

Priorities
Package and Spools can be assigned 

a priority level to instantly distinguish 
items on hold from rush order items

Digital Drawings

PDF Mark-Up

Zoom in/Zoom out & easily confirm that 
the drawing version that is on the shop 
floor is the correct version

Keep and share all markups documented 
with the most up-to-date drawing versions

Custom Variables
Customized data will allow for accurate 
reporting & a custom system tailored to 
your company

Simple Shop Functions
Simple shop functionality includes easy 
to use buttons like Start, Pause, and 
Complete

TigerStop Ingetration
Connect FabPro and TigerStop using 
our iOS app - FabProTiger. Control the 
Tigerstop while collecting productivity data.

Control what can be done or seen in the 
system by Tier level or down to 
a specific user
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Cost Code Tracking

Archive

QAQC

Keep older project data while keeping 
your tables clean with active work

Digitally accept or reject and track 
quality issues in real time

Automatic Documentation
Automatically generate multiple 
documents such as: Welder continuity 
log, BOL, Weld Tracking, and Labels

Support
Tutorials, chat, phone, and email support 
with FabPro1 support team

Issue Reporting
Submit issue tickets to be able to easily 
create a record of who and when issues 
were reported and resolved

CSV input from Accounting software 
and automated tracking of labor to 
customized cost codes 

Autodesk Forge

Partners

View 3D model with spool highlighted 
next to the 2D PDF Drawing to help 
better understand work instructions

Share work stations between partners 
working on the same items at the same time

Material tracking
Mark ordered materials as received or 
report as wrong, damaged, or missing

Productivity Tracking
Track Productivity of Shops, Users, 

Projects and more with metrics such 
as hours left, hours ahead / behind 
schedule and dynamic throughputs

Real Time Status Tracking
Know the status, location and percent 

complete of every Job, Package, 
Drawing in the system as well as 

updated status in the model

Assignments
Assign users to specific Shops (location/
trade), Jobs, Packages, or Drawings

Job Set-Up Wizard
Quickly and simply set up or edit job, 
package, or drawing information with a 
streamlined set-up process info@fabpro1.com

844-319-8228
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Cedar Rapids, IA 52401

 Automated Timesheets
View what has been worked on during a 

daily shift automatically per user. 


